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Hump: Dan (Reid Scott) on Veep. The former star of My Boys (people don't forget) now plays Type A, so-politically-driven-he's-already-sold-his-soul-to-fifty-different-people-trying-to-climb-Capitol-Straight-Hill man on Julia Louis-Dreyfus's future Emmy-winning (yes, I'm calling it) HBO comedy. In the first episode, Dan is described as a total sh-t by Amy (Anna Chlumsky), who makes no attempt at sugarcoat there when asked to
describe her ex-boyfriend (although they only date for a week). Despite this far from being kind reference from her chief of staff, VPOTUS Julia Louis-Dreyfus has already offered her a position on her staff at the end of episode one. In episode two, he leaves for the position of Amy's chief of staff. Other egregious offenses Dan include making graphics of good and bad flavors fro-yo the veep can command while it is out of normalization
with regular citizens, and saying emasculate things to the delicate Gary (played by Buster Bluth Tony Hale). Despite the many, many damning indications that he is a horrible person, there is just something about this guy that makes me wonder how someone becomes such a completely terrible human being. Must bone to know it! Marry: I must admit, there wasn't a single character on TV this week that I saw myself wanting to marry. I
wanted Jack Porter, the hunky bartender who still holds a candle for his childhood friend, Amanda Clarke (now posing as Emily Thorne), on Revenge. Week after week, however, Jack stands right behind this bar or goes out looking for the fake Amanda. Also something about a bloody hoodie? I choose not to pay too close attention to the actual details of the plot. What I'm saying is be a man of action, Jack! At the very least, be a more
gregarious bartender. People are going to stop coming to your bar. Then they're going to start talking about the weird guy who owns the empty bar. I mean, this whole whole murder thing about Tyler could raise his ugly face. You and I both know you're way too pretty for that. Kill: First of all, did the Community unofficially sign this week? What was with this last cheesetacular shot of the group sitting at the table in Troy, Abed, and
Annie's apartment (referring to the remedial Chaos Theory episode earlier in the season), happily eating pizza and grilling each other despite being kicked out of Greendale? Imdb says no, but I am concerned about the future of the Community. The show has derailed this season, but I think if we look carefully at the focus of this deviation from reality, we'll find a Seor (now officer) Chang. His character arc - if you can call it that - is best
summed up on the episode of this when Jeff (Joel McHale) calls him a psychopathic warlord with an army of prepubescent thugs. Does that sound like the type of character you want to see on an oddball sitcom about an eclectic study group at a community college? If the authors did not need to incorporate the character of Chang Chang stories, he might just go away. Then we could all erase Season Three of Community from our
memories, as we do with the tyra/Landry murder story arc on season two of Friday Night Lights (once again, people don't forget). Photo: Courtesy of HBO; Photo: Courtesy of Colleen Hayes/ABC; Photo: Courtesy of Justin Lubin/NBC Recently, another writer at TechRadar pointed outWhen you flatten on a star as being a hint of Simpsons' decline, and there will be no complaint from me. It offers a handful of other examples of Seasons
9-12, and again, I agree: the episodes in question have gaping flaws. Personally, I would even say that the rot goes back even further, to season 8 'My Sister, My Sitter'. That said, I would also say that the seasons of the Simpsons' golden age are the greatest seasons of any television show anywhere, and that it is unfair to hold any show - even the later seasons of the Simpsons - to those high standards. No, later simpsons seasons
are not necessarily great, and yes, you can easily choose a handful - even handles - that are downright bad. But so far there are about 226 full golden age episodes (including seasons 1-10), and 457 post-golden age episodes. It's a big piece to ignore due to otherwise incoherent later seasons, and some individual episodes are good enough that they meet the average quality of golden age episodes. Out of morbid curiosity, if nothing
else, it's worth venturing beyond the quivering descent of seasons 11-14 to see what else awaits you on Disney Plus. Here are only ten of the wonderful episodes that later simpsons seasons have to offer. Behind the Laughter (season 12, episode 22) (Image Credit: Disney /Fox)It seems to fool the mind of the list to load on the seasons immediately after the golden age, so after that we'll go further in later seasons. Behind The
Laughter, however, a fourth documentary episode of Wall Breaking, is experimental and offers something truly new. It details the rise and fall of the family in a pop documentary format at VH1, with the premise that the family are all simply actors in Homer's scripted reality show. Lisa was given anti-ageing drugs, Homer became addicted to painkillers, Bart became a wild Hollywood kid... The golden age was phenomenal, but he rarely
took risks like this. Trilogy of Error (season 12, episode 18) (Image credit: Disney/Fox)Another episode on the periphery of the Golden Age, here, before leaping into the years much later, Trilogy of Error took a step outside the usual comfort zone, just as Behind The Laughter did. It tells the story of Homer, then Lisa, then Bart, who intertwine throughout the episode. The inspiration seems to be the Tom Tykwer Run Lola Run film.
Rather than a standard chronological plot A and B, we see each plot take turns, and it is only at the end that we see the whole picture. It's a clever storytelling peppered with jokes, and the best episode of season 12.24 12.24 (season 18, episode 21) (Image credit: Disney/Fox) Leaping forward now in season 18, 24 Minutes is a parody of 24 styles that even features a cameo from Kiefer Sutherland himself. Bart is the Jack Bauer of it,
with Lisa his assistant wiz tech and Skinner at the head of the CTU (Counter Truancy Unit). The bullies have a stinking bomb and plan to ruin the sale of school pastries. Can Bauer Bart find them and arrest them in time? Is there a traitor among them? This one does a wonderful job of playing with the conventions of 24, while keeping the humor and detailed characterization of The Simpsons.Eternal Moonshine of The Simpson Mind
(season 19, episode 9) (Image credit: Disney /Fox)This parody episode of parts of Eternal Sunshine Of The Spotless Mind, The Game and Memento to provide one of the most trippiest episodes in The Simpsons. Homer wakes up one morning to find the house empty, with no memory of what happened. After tracing his steps at Moe's, redrinking one of Moe's Forget Me Plans helps him get into his memories. With only brief elements
from the previous night becoming clear, Homer tries to piece it all together before it's too late. Eeny Teeny Maya Moe (season 20, episode 16) (Image Credit: Disney/Fox)Moe episodes become quite common from season 15 or more, and Eeny Teeny Maya Moe is the band's choice. He has a romance for Moe, after he meets Maya online. She is a small person, and their relationship is built naturally with zero tasteless jokes, although
Moe is reluctant for her friends to meet Maya, fearing that they will make fun of her. He fleshes out Moe's character and with a real heart, as he wonders how a little woman could make him feel so great. Unfortunately, he lets himself down with an end that favors the status quo on character development, a persistent problem with the Simpsons' approach to storytelling. Apart from that, this one has an almost vintage veneer to it. The
Squirt and The Whale (season 21, episode 19) (Image Credit: Disney/Fox)Some episodes of the postseason 10 age Lisa's maturity to past plausibility, or make her the villain unnecessarily, or both. The Squirt and The Whale, however, ranks as one of the best lisa episodes of the series to tap into the character's greatest elements. He sees her sensitive and optimistic side on full display as she desperately tries to save a stranded whale
in Springfield. Naming the whale Bluella, Lisa stays by her side all day and all night, keeping her safe while the city gathers around to come to the aid of the poor whale. Holidays of Future Passed (season 23, episode 9) (Image credit: Disney /Fox)This episode is technically non-canon, but that doesn't stop it from being great. As a at season 16 'Future Drama', he has Bart, Lisa and Maggie as adults all at home for Christmas. The
episode revolves mainly around the theme of parenthood. Maggie is pregnant with her first child, while Bart struggles to connect with her 10-year-old sons and Lisa feels pushed by his teenage daughter. With Bart learning from Homer and Lisa de Marge, the whole family gets closer during the holidays. As with any future-placed episode spread with pop culture references, some of the prediction jokes don't particularly land, but apart
from that it's a timeless story of love and unity at Christmas. Even if season 6 'Lisa's Wedding' remains the champion of the Simpsons episodes... Brick Like Me (season 25, episode 20) (Image credit: Disney /Fox)That's right: The Simpsons did a Lego episode. You might not need anything else to sell yourself by watching this one on Disney Plus, but Brick Like Me has much more to offer than a cheap gadget. As the Golden Age
highlights Lisa The Iconoclast, Lisa The Greek and season 12 gem HOMR, it talks about the deep bond between a father and daughter. It is built around the relationship between Homer and Lisa, and packs in tons of Lego references and big gags next to a very sweet story. There are similarities with the Lego movie, as the episode even winks at - but there's more than enough originality here to make it a great one of all time.
Halloween of Horror (season 27, episode 4) (Image Credit: Disney/Fox)Treehouse horror episodes remain tentpole episodes of any Simpsons season, although these days they often retreat into parodies of lazy movies. In season 27 however, while the producers kept a Treehouse episode, they also added Halloween of Horror, and came out of their comfort zone to offer a fantastic, scary feast. It revolves around Lisa getting freaked
out in a haunted theme park, forcing her and Homer to stay home on Halloween. When 742 Evergreen Terrace is hit by the invaders of the house, however, the fears become real. If this hits the spot for you, check out Thanksgiving of Horror when season 31 comes to Disney Plus as well, which will probably happen by the end of the summer. Barthood (season 27, episode 9) (Image credit: Disney/Fox)'Barthood' is a truly phenomenal
episode of The Simpsons, tied with the 61st best episode ever on IMDb with the classics Marge Be Not Proud and I Love Lisa. This is before even considering that modern episodes are generally classified more severely. A cowardly parody of Boyhood, the episode details Bart's life from early childhood to early twenties, with a fresh and more serious look at his relationship with Homer. He also reconstructs Bart's connection with his
grandfather into something touching and heartbreaking. There are a few laughs here, of course, but you have to look at this one for how emotional it is. A real must-watch for any Simpsons fan. The best disney shows more
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